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Abstract. In this work we present a new paradigm for trust and work
distribution in a hierarchy of servers to achieve scalability of work and
trust properties. The paradigm is implemented with a decryption capa-
bility which is distributed and forces a workflow along a tree structure,
enforcing distribution of the workload as well as fairness and partial dis-
closure (privacy) properties. We call the method “tree-homomorphic”
since it extends traditional homomorphic encryption and we exemplify
its usage within a large scale election scheme, showing how it contributes
to the properties that such a scheme needs. We note that existing design
models over which e-voting schemes have been designed for do not adapt
to scale with respect to a combination of privacy and trust (fairness);
thus we present a model emphasizing the scaling of privacy and fair-
ness in parallel to the growth and distribution of the election structure.
We present two instantiations of e-voting schemes that are robust, pub-
licly verifiable, and support multiple candidate ballot casting employing
tree-homomorphic encryption schemes. We extend the scheme to allow
the voters in a smallest administrated election unit to employ a security
mechanism that protects their privacy even if all authorities are corrupt.

1 Introduction

While many secure ballot election schemes have been offered in the literature,
the issue of scalability of e-voting schemes is typically not addressed in a direct
manner.

By a scalable design we mean the task of organizing an election which can
be state-wide or county-wide or local, based on the same underlying mechanism
which has to adapt to scale. In such scalable design, election officials and vot-
ers are organized to vote and to manage and tally the results, respectively. In
contrast, most of secure election papers deal with a single location process (e.g.
[CF85,Ben87,BY81,SK33,CFSY96,Oka97,CGS97,Sch99,KY01,DJ02,KY04,G04]).
As a matter of fact it is a wide belief that these schemes can be generalized to
handle large-scale elections, and as a result scalability issues are not dealt with
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explicitly in the previous work, under the assumption that the cryptographic
component and the distributed computing component can be deployed in a to-
tally disjoint manner, provided that the cryptographic component is robust, in
the sense that it tolerates faulty participants (see e.g. [BFPPS01]).

As we will see this assumption is not true in its entirety and not all properties
of the above schemes can adapt to scale. In the era where the distributed comput-
ing paradigm includes cloud computing and P2P overlay networks, we advocate
here a cryptographic protocol that incorporates trust and load constraints into
the intra-server relationships. We demonstrate its usefulness within the context
of a scalable e-voting scheme (though we note that many other applications are
possible).

Consider the paradigm for homomorphic encryption based elections. Every
voter publishes his/her vote encrypted along with a proof of “ballot validity”
which ensures that the submitted ciphertext encrypts a properly encoded vote.
Then using the homomorphic property of the encryption scheme the ballots are
pooled together and into a single ciphertext and finally a set of authorities that
share the decryption privileges recover the final tally in a publicly verifiable
manner. Is the above design scalable? it is tempting to say yes, however caution
needs to be applied. How can the election be organized to follow some given
administrative structure? and, further how can we withstand failures of sub-
election trees? These are important questions for the applicability of an election
scheme in the large scale, and as we will see, they can be dealt with satisfactorily
based on the homomorphic properties of the underlying encryption function.

For sharing the load of preparing the ciphertext, ciphertexts along the tree
can be multiplied (generating the encryption of their sum) helping in the tally
process. This seems easy, but there are crucial properties where the standard
paradigm above fails to adapt to scale: this is the privacy of the voters and the
fairness of the election. Scaling the number of voters and precincts as we will see
is doable based on the standard paradigm. Nevertheless privacy does not scale in
the same manner. This is because the enlargement of the set of authorities that
share decryption privileges both in terms of numbers as well as in geographic
proximity can be quite problematic as the underlying threshold cryptographic
mechanisms are quite expensive to implement compared to the remaining com-
ponents of the election protocol. Simply put, an efficient implementation of a
scheme for a 1,000 voters and 5 authorities would not scale well to the case of 1
million voters and 500 authorities, since it would be extremely cumbersome to
initialize a threshold cryptosystem with this number of participating authorities
(due to a quadratic complexity overhead). If votes are communicated along a
tree, a hierarchical organization of the trust structure makes sense. On top of
that it is not only the privacy of the voters that is at stake: the fairness of the
election procedure (prevention of premature partial tally disclosure) is also con-
ditioned on the same threshold properties out of which the election satisfies the
secrecy of the ballots.

Of course one might argue that the scaling factor of the election scheme
need not apply evenly to voters and authorities (and therefore, e.g., a voting



scheme with 100 million voters and 5 authorities would be acceptable). Still
we believe there are situations where exactly the opposite applies: privacy of the
voters (or at least their ability to choose privacy if they wish with minimal
trust in the election system) and fairness of the election procedure seem to
be fundamental ingredients of a democratic system and as such important to
pursue as part of the design requirements. If large scale e-voting would be applied
without taking into account the scalability of privacy and fairness this would
have potentially disastrous long term effects. Simply put, regarding the secrecy
of the ballots: when one votes using one of the existing systems he/she knows
that his privacy does not depend on whether BigCorp, GiantCorp and some
Governmental agency do not collaborate. He knows that he is alone in the booth
and that the cost of, say, installing cameras in all booths across the country is
sufficiently high and such act would require such large scale coordination that it
would be detected; therefore with minimal trust in the system the voter knows
that his/her choices are private. In the e-voting domain privacy is not upheld as
it is in the real world elections. And ultimately it is disturbing not to be able
to offer efficient e-voting systems that support comparable privacy and fairness
properties as in the real world setting.

A skepticist might further ask: what is the point of scaling the authorities
in parallel to the growth of the size of the elections, since there are not so
many authorities out there? after all there is only BigCorp and GiantCorp and
a few others. Well, this is an ill-perceived perspective of the electronic world.
In real world elections, people are used to thousands of authorities that are
collaboratively responsible for the election: at every level of an election procedure
there exist a number of audit authorities, typically one from each party, and even
international observers that participate in the protocol to ensure that the election
runs smoothly. It is by the sheer number of these participants that present
elections systems have the potential of offering privacy and fairness convincingly.
The emerging social network and P2P computing can serve as infrastructure in
an election scheme without relying on a few big brother entities.

The above advocates collaborative effort along the administration tree where
the authorities making up the tree need to collaborate and are all involved in
maintaining privacy and fairness in a scalable way.

Following these lines, in this work, not only do we solve the above problem of
scalability of privacy fairness but furthermore we propose a security mechanism
that further allows a set of voters to protect the privacy of their votes even in the
case where all authorities are malicious. This, combined with the applicability
of our designs in the large scale setting as well as their versatility with respect
to arbitrary elections structures, make our main design paradigm, which we
call “Scalable Secret Ballot Elections”, a realistic large-scale secure elections
paradigm.

What one can observe when looking at large scale election schemes in real life,
is that they are a hierarchically-organized distributed application. In the most
general setting an election can be viewed as a collection of secure subtrees,
within which ballots are tallied and accumulated securely, distributedly in a



bottom-up fashion. The roots of the secure subtrees announce the accumulated
sub-tally of the trees, and then there is a non-private distributed tree process
which collects the various open sub-tallies into the final tally. A scalable design
should be able to arrange the election in trees of any level (depth) and structure.
It should deal with how the election officials in a secure subtree get organized for
the election and how users at a “voting location” are organized to vote. (More
generally, scale and flexibility like we advocate may apply to other protocols).

Ultimately a design with scalable privacy and fairness should take into ac-
count issues of “locality” i.e. there should not exist components with direct global
scope, e.g. a large distributed entity responsible for the privacy of all the voters.
Every entity should be clearly assigned to a component and each component
should have minimal interaction restricted to other proximate components, and
as a result the responsibility of each entity should be limited in a certain local-
ity. However, at the same time, security and privacy will be achieved, but not
directly, rather than as a synthesis of the local security properties satisfied by
the design.

A number of other useful conditions and properties have been achieved in
the traditional secure election literature. For example, the notion of public ver-
ifiability which assures that all actions are done as specified, and the notion of
robustness which assures that the election cannot be disrupted due to misbe-
havior of a few individual voters or authorities. In a scalable design we would
like to preserve these properties while arranging the distributed organization of
election officials. Due to the scaling and global nature of a large-scale voting
scheme, there are additional new issues which arise and require novel solutions.
For example it is important to deal with global time management, where lower
level authorities have to pass their partial tally on time, and results have to
be announced by a certain time. Robustness needs to be extended to election
sub-trees (faults should be isolated and dealt with in a distributed fashion in the
locale they occur).

Let us summarize our results:

First, regarding the secrecy of the ballot, we make the point that in order to
achieve scalability of privacy it should hold that the privacy of the ballots should
scale across the hierarchical structure of the elections. To this end, we introduce
and achieve a new notion of granular secrecy that spreads the capability of
opening the ballots across all levels of the governmental hierarchy. This suggests
that voters are not expected to trust a single distributed governmental entity (as
it is the case in all previous solutions) but rather trust at least one distributed
governmental entity in a sequence of such authorities at all levels of the election
hierarchical structure.

Additionally, we emphasize that voters should be given the option to strengthen
further the security of their ballot within the group of people they vote with,
so that their privacy is maintained even if all officials are corrupt. We call this
(optional) strong privacy measure paranoid security. The decision to employ
such a measure should be localized and transparent to higher governmental levels
without the need for global coordination for its employment in a certain locale.



It should be emphasized that the existence of an optional “paranoid security”
mechanism enhances the trust of voters in the election system and is intended
to emulate security as it is perceived in real-life elections where “paranoid secu-
rity” can be ensured via physical means (e.g. private voting booths). It should
be noted that the mechanism would require extra work from the voters (in par-
ticular the ability to be active in more than a single round of computation)
something that we deem acceptable under the maxim that users interested in
self-regulating their privacy should be de facto willing to invest more resources.

Second relevant issue when adapting to scale is that of fairness. The secure
subtree roots officials, should be the ones who are able to announce the results
and no one else. This assures that one can organize the election under a global
clock so that all secure subtrees are to announce the results according to a
predetermined schedule, assuming the voting process ends at some time and
enough time is given for tallying within subtrees. It should not be the case that
a part of the election gets revealed ahead of time (say by officials at a lower level
of the subtree). The implications of premature announcement of results, may
bias the on-going election process. The design should take into account that
such fairness may be mandated by law.

Third requirement is granularity and arbitrary architecture. It means that
given any hierarchical structure in the form of a tree, an election community
(officials and voters), can implement the protocol over the arbitrary structure.
Additionally it should be possible for each individual election instance to decide
on a level that will serve as the root of secure subtrees for secrecy. The granularity
of security and fairness should be determined on the global structure, and it
should be changeable from one instantiation of the voting scheme to another.
It should be required that the fault (e.g. delay) in a subtree, should not affect
the rest of the tallying process. More specifically if the deadline passes for a
certain sub-election tree the local partial tally may be canceled or invalidated by
the parent authorities who should be capable of continuing the secure election
protocol without interruption or additional administrative costs. Such timely
management may be mandated by law.

A preliminary version of the ideas of this paper were presented in [Yu04].

2 Model and Definitions

A voting-scheme needs to fulfill a variety of requirements to become useful. A
brief presentation of these requirements follows:
Secrecy. Ensures the security of the contents of ballots. This is typically achieved
by relying on the honesty of some of the active participating authorities and at
the same time on some cryptographic intractability assumption.
Universal-Verifiability. Ensures that any party, including a casual observer,
can be convinced that all valid votes have been included in the final tally.
Robustness. Ensures that the system can tolerate a certain number of faulty
participants. Robustness is typically antagonistic to the secrecy property and
typically some trade-off based solution should be employed (see also [KY01]).



Fairness. It should be ensured that no partial results become known prior to
the end of the election procedure.
Dispute-Freeness. The fact that participants follow the protocol at any phase
can be publicly verified by any casual third party.
Receipt-Freeness. The voter cannot provide a receipt that reveals in which way
he/she voted [BT94]. Note that we do not deal explicitly with receipt freeness
in this abstract, nevertheless standard techniques that use re-randomizers (see
e.g. [BFPPS01]) can be readily employed in both of our schemes.

2.1 The Model

It is natural to model a practical large-scale election scheme in a multi-level way
following closely the way actual nation-wide elections are performed. In such a
case there could be a nation-level, a state-level, a city-level, a county-level and
a precinct-level. In order to achieve scalability we can divide the eligible voters
in a hierarchy of regional levels. We would call the smallest such component
a microprecinct — the smallest administrated unit in which a batch of voters
is assigned. Up to a certain level the results of the election should be private
and from this level and upwards the partial tallying should be open for public
reading. Such a secure subtree will be called a sub-election; the authority at the
top of such subtree will be called the top-level authority. In the remaining we will
concentrate on how the system operates in each sub-election. The hierarchical
structure of a sub-election is illustrated in figure 1.

Voters

Top-Level
Authority

Microprecinct Level

Sub-election:

Fig. 1. The Hierarchy of the Authorities

Every regional level has an authority associated with it. In a k-level partition
an authority at the `-th level will be denoted by Ai1,...,i` whereas the top-level
authority will be denoted by Atop. Each microprecinct authority Ai1,...,ik corre-
sponds to a leaf in the tree of authorities and is preceded by k authorities in the



path from root (the top-level authority Atop) to leaf. This path will be called
the “active microprecinct path.”

In order to achieve fault-tolerance and other distributed security properties
each authority Ai1,...,i` is divided into t sub-authorities denoted by A

(1)
i1,...,i`

,

. . . , A
(t)
i1,...,i`

. We consider the parameter t to be the same throughout but this
choice is merely done for brevity. A parameter t′ < t denotes the minimum
number of authorities that are required to act in order to perform some task
that is expected from the authority Ai1,...,i` . The division of each regional au-
thority to a set of sub-authorities that are equally responsible for carrying out
the election procedure is natural as it parallels the way regional committees in
traditional elections are formed by representatives of parties and other bodies
who are present at all levels in the hierarchy.

Each authority possesses a “bulletin board” ([CF85]) which is used for all
necessary communication, unless stated otherwise. The bulletin board is a public-
broadcast channel with memory. Any party (even third-parties) can read infor-
mation from the bulletin board. Writing on the bulletin board by the active
parties is done in the form of appending data in a specially designed area for
each party. Erasing from the bulletin board is not possible, and appending is
verified so that any third party can be sure of the communication transcript.

In our protocols, each authority may engage in “server-based ciphertext pro-
cessing.” This helps in reducing the computations of other participants. All com-
putation performed in this manner will be publicly verifiable (e.g., by repeating
the computation whenever not trusted).

2.2 Overview of our Election Paradigm

Initialization. The hierarchical structure of the election is given and the divi-
sion to sub-elections is decided. Let us denote by V the set of eligible voters in
a certain sub-election. Each voter has a publicly known unique identity string.
The same is true for all other active participants of the election scheme. Global
parameters are decided and published. Additionally we assume that all parties
can consult a global clock for synchronicity purposes.
Sub-Election Set-up. Following the given hierarchical structure each authority
Ai1,...,i` which is comprised by t sub-authorities A(1)

i1,...,i`
, . . . , A

(t)
i1,...,i`

executes
a key generation phase that results in a public-key to be used later on in the
procedure. Deadlines for reporting at each level in the hierarchy are set and
timers are initialized.
Voter Registration. Each voter comes to his assigned microprecinct. His iden-
tity (or pseudonym) and eligibility to vote is verified by the microprecinct au-
thority and he gains access to the local bulletin board (note that authorization
methods are outside the scope of the current presentation).
Online Phase. The “on-line phase” involves the active participation of the
voters.

– Microprecinct Level Blinding (for Paranoid Security). If it is de-
cided by the microprecinct, the voters execute a “0-sharing phase” that will



be intended to hide each voter’s ballot among the other votes in each mi-
croprecinct. We note that such 0-sharing techniques are typical in various
settings, e.g. in re-randomization of individual keys in proactive protocols
[OY91].

– Ballot-Casting. A voter in the microprecinct Ai1,...,ik executes the ballot-
casting procedure which combines the public-keys of all the authorities in the
active microprecinct path. The vote is cast from a set of possible choices C :=
{1,M, . . . ,M c−1} where c is the number of candidates and M = 2dlog |V |e.
We call this technique candidate packing as it suggests that the sum of all
individual votes in a single (c logM)-bit-long register will reveal the number
of votes given to each candidate (due to the choice of M , no overflow can
occur in each of the c distinct (logM)-bit-long regions of the summation
register).

– Corrective stage for Microprecinct level blinding (Paranoid Secu-
rity). Active voters cancel out shares of faulty voters in order to enable
tallying.

Peeling Phase. When the local deadline is reached, the microprecinct author-
ity pools votes together to form the encryption of the partial tally and “peels
off” its encryption in a publicly verifiable manner. The microprecinct author-
ity might also engage in server-based ciphertext processing (a publicly verifiable
procedure that does not involve private data). The encrypted partial tally and
other necessary information is passed upwards to the parent authority by writ-
ing to its bulletin board. The procedure continues recursively until the top-level
authority is reached. Lower level authorities that do not report by the deadline
are ignored (if needed they can be processed at a later time).
Tallying Phase. A tallying authority receives the output of the top-level au-
thority and computes and publishes the final sub-election result. The computa-
tion of the tallying authority does not involve private data and can be repeated
if needed (to ensure correct execution). Given the sum T of all votes, the num-
ber of votes µi that the i-th candidate received is revealed immediately due to
candidate packing: T = µ1 + M · µ2 + . . .M c−1µc (by the choice of M it holds
that M > µ1, . . . , µc).

Remark: The sub-election setup phase with the peeling and tallying pro-
cesses constitute the “tree-homomorphic” encryption scheme.

2.3 Security Properties of our Model and Objectives for Protocol
Design

Granular Secrecy. The security of the ballot of a voter that belongs to a certain
microprecinct can only be violated if at least t′ of the t sub-authorities in each
level of the active microprecinct path are malicious.
Paranoid Security. In addition to granular secrecy, the voters in a microprecint
may choose to execute the microprecinct level blinding stage (which is an op-
tional procedure). This step blinds the casted ballots in the microprecint level in
such a way so that only their sum is accessible to the authorities. This provides
security against authorities since even if all authorities in an active microprecinct



path are malicious it will be impossible to reveal the ballot of a voter since it
will be hidden in the partial sum of all votes casted in the microprecinct.
Granular Fairness. Even if t′ out of the t sub-authorities are malicious in
an authority Ai1,...,i` the partial tally that corresponds to the authority cannot
be revealed ahead of time unless t′ out of t sub-authorities are malicious in all
preceding authorities in the path from Ai1,...,i` to the top-level authority.
Scalable Complexity. We require that the time/space complexity of the com-
putation of each authority in a sub-election is linear in the number of children of
the authority (which in the case of a microprecinct it corresponds to the number
of voters assigned to the particular microprecinct).
Localized Faults. For any two disjoint sub-trees in a sub-election the (malicious
or faulty) behavior of participants in one sub-tree does not have any effect in
the protocol execution and security properties of the election procedure in the
other sub-tree.

2.4 Non Interactive Zero Knowledge Proofs

Non-interactive zero knowledge proofs are very important cryptographic tools in
the design of voting schemes. We will use the following notation for such proofs of
knowledge: PKname(variables : algebraic expression). This notation corresponds
to a transcript of a non-interactive zero knowledge proof that can be verified by
any interested third party and is convincing that the issuer knows a value for
each of the variables so that the given algebraic expression is satisfied. All the
proofs that we use in our protocols are listed in the appendix.

2.5 The Number Theoretic Assumptions

We use standard cryptographic assumptions in our two schemes. The first in-
stantiation of our model employs the assumption of secure ElGamal encryp-
tion which is equivalent to the Decisional Diffie Hellman assumption, see e.g.
[TY98]. Our second scheme employs additionally the security assumption of the
Paillier encryption function, see [Pai99]. The zero-knowledge proofs are made
non-interactive by employing a random oracle, [FS87].

3 The Granular Voting Schemes

We present two instantiations of our election model. The first of our voting
schemes involves more efficient on-line procedures (constant ballot-casting com-
plexity) but an intensive tallying phase which is exponential in the number of
candidates. As a result it applies to settings with a small number of candi-
dates where the tally belongs in a “modest range” of values. Our second voting
scheme requires more computation by voters and authorities (proportional to
the number of authorities in the active microprecinct path) but it possesses a
very efficient tallying phase that is polynomial in the number of candidates and
can be applied to the case where the number of candidates is large (and as a
result the tally belongs in a “wide range” of values).



3.1 The Modest Range Tally Voting Scheme

Global Parameters: a large prime p so that p = 2q + 1 where q is also a prime.
Elements g, h, f ∈ Z∗p of order q with unknown relative discrete-logs. The group
G := 〈g〉 is a cyclic multiplicative sub-group of Z∗p of order q that corresponds to
the sub-group of quadratic residues modulo p.
Sub-Election Set Up. In each authority Ai1,...,i` , the t sub-authorities A(1)

i1,...,i`
,

. . . , A
(t)
i1,...,i`

execute the key-generation for threshold ElGamal encryption as de-
scribed in [GJKR99] (based on [Ped81]). This procedure will result in a pri-
vate share sj for each sub-authority A

(j)
i1,...,i`

that will be publicly committed
and a publicly known generator hi1,...,i` := gαi1,...,i` for G. The pair 〈g, hi1,...,i`〉
will serve as the public-key of the authority. We note here that a message en-
crypted in ElGamal fashion under the public-key of the authority can be de-
crypted by any t′ of the t sub-authorities in a publicly verifiable manner (see
e.g. [FGY96]). Finally each authority multiplies its public-key with the com-
bined public key of the parent authority (available through the bulletin board
of the parent authority) and publishes the local combined public key defined as
ĥi1,...,i` = hi1,...,i` · ĥi1,...,i`−1(modp) (note that the top-level authority merely
sets ĥtop = htop). Note that for the microprecinct that corresponds to the au-
thority Ai1,...,ik it will hold that ĥi1,...,ik = htop · hi1 · hi1,i2 · . . . · hi1,...,ik(modp).
Microprecinct Level Blinding (paranoid security). Suppose that the vot-
ers in the l-th microprecinct that corresponds to the authority Ai1,...,ik are
denoted by V

[l]
1 , . . . , V

[l]
n . Each voter V

[l]
j publishes a personal generator for

G denoted by hj := hα
[l]
j . Each voter V

[l]
i generates n additive shares that

sum up to 0: si,1 + . . . + si,n = 0(modq); subsequently he publishes the pairs
〈Ri,j , R′i,j〉 := 〈gsi,j , hsi,jj 〉 for j = 1, . . . , n, together with PKEQDL(α : (Ri,j =
gα)∧(R′i,j = hαj )). The microprecinct authority calculates for each j ∈ {1, . . . , n},
the values R′j :=

∏n
i=1R

′
i,j (this step is a server-based ciphertext processing, that

is publicly verifiable).
Ballot-Casting. A voter V [l]

j in the l-th microprecinct controlled by Ai1,...,ik

prepares his vote U [l]
j := fv

[l]
j mod p where v[l]

j ∈ C = {1,M,M2, . . . ,M c−1};
note that if the microprecinct level blinding phase has also been performed the
vote is set to U [l]

j := fvj (R′j)
α−1
j mod p. Then, the voter publishes his encrypted

ballot
〈W [l]

j , B
[l]
j 〉 := 〈gr

[l]
j mod p, (ĥi1,...,ik)r

[l]
j · U [l]

j mod p〉

where r[l]j is selected at random from Zq. Finally the voter publishes the proof
of ballot-validity depending on the following two cases:
(i) PKENC1(r : (W [l]

j = gr) ∧ (∨v∈C(B[l]
j = (ĥi1,...,ik)rfv))) when microprecinct

level blinding phase is omitted.
(ii) PKENC2(α′, r : (h = hα

′

j )∧(W [l]
j = gr)∧(∨v∈C(B[l]

j = (ĥi1,...,ik)r(R′j)
α′fv)))

when the microprecinct level blinding is performed.
Microprecinct Level Blinding Corrective Phase (optional). Suppose that
some voters in the l-th microprecinct controlled by Ai1,...,ik did not cast a ballot



when the deadline is reached. If the optional microprecinct level blinding phase
for paranoid security was executed this would cause problems in the tallying
phase. The microprecinct authority signals to the active voters the identities of
the voters that did not cast a ballot. Subsequently the remaining active voters
cancel out the shares that they issued by the inactive voters as well as the shares
that they computed for them. Denote the set of voters that did not cast a ballot
by S′, and the set of remaining voters by S′. Each voter V [l]

κ , κ ∈ S′, publishes
(i) The sum of the shares that V [l]

κ issued for the inactive voters, eκ :=
∑
j∈S′ sκ,j ,

and
(ii) The product of the received shares from the inactive voters: Φκ := (

∏
j∈S′ R

′
j,κ)α

−1
κ .

The value eκ can be universally verified by checking that geκ =
∏
j∈S′ Rκ,j for

all κ ∈ S′. The correctness of the value Φκ can be universally verified by having
the voter V [l]

κ publish the non-interactive proof of knowledge PKEQDL[α′ : (h =
hα
′

κ ) ∧ (Φκ = (
∏
j∈S′ R

′
j,κ)α

′
)]. After the completion of this corrective round the

microprecinct authority modifies the published ballots B[l]
κ for κ ∈ S′ as follows:

B
[l]
κ := B

[l]
κ heκ(Φκ)−1(modp).

Peeling Phase. When the local deadline is reached, the microprecinct authority
Ai1,...,ik in the l-th microprecint forms the products 〈W [l], B[l]〉 := 〈g

Pn
j=1 r

[l]
j ,

(ĥi1,...,ik)
Pn
j=1 r

[l]
j f

Pn
j=1 v

[l]
j 〉 (note that the microprecint-level blinding is cancelled

out since it is merely a 0-sharing). Subsequently t′ out of the t sub-authorities of
the microprecinct peel-off their encryption (in a publicly verifiable manner) by
computing distributively 〈W [l], B[l] ·(W [l])−αi1,...,ik 〉. The new pair is propagated
upwards by writing to the bulletin board of the parent authority.

Peeling continues recursively as follows: suppose that the authority Ai1,...,i`
gets report by n child authorities in the sub-election tree when the local deadline
is reached. Suppose that each child authority reports the value 〈Wi, Bi〉 for i =
1, . . . , n; the authority pools these values to compute 〈W,B〉 := 〈

∏n
i=1Wi,

∏n
i=1Bi〉

and writes 〈W,B〉 to the local bulletin board. Then t′ of the t sub-authorities of
Ai1,...,i` “peel-off” their encryption in a publicly verifiable manner to compute
〈W,B(W )−αi1,...,i` 〉 and this value is written to the bulletin board of the parent
authority as well as in the local bulletin board.

Tallying Phase. The tallying authority reads fT as the output of the top-level
authority from its bulletin board, where T =

∑
l,j v

[l]
j (where l runs through all

microprecincts and j runs through all voters in the l-th microprecinct). Given fT

it is possible to compute T in a brute-force manner in |V|c−1 steps where c = |C|
is the number of candidates and |V| is the number of voters (this is because T
belongs in a space of possible values of this size). Using the baby-step giant-step
method, [Sha61], it is possible to reduce the time-complexity to O(

√
|V|

c−1
)

using equal amount of additional memory.



3.2 The Wide Range Tally Voting Scheme

Global Parameters: Let ν ∈ IN be a security parameter, with ν > 2c log |V|. Also
a large prime p so that p = 2q + 1 where q is also a prime with the property
q > 24ν |V|. Elements g, h ∈ Z∗p of order q with unknown relative discrete-logs.

Sub-Election Set Up. For each authorityAi1,...,i` , the t sub-authoritiesA(1)
i1,...,i`

,

. . . , A
(t)
i1,...,i`

execute the key-generation for threshold Paillier encryption as de-
scribed in [FPS00]. This procedure will result in a private share for each authority
A

(j)
i1,...,i`

that will be publicly committed and a joint public-key 〈Ni1,...,i` , gi1,...,i`〉,
where Ni1,...,i` > 24ν |V| is a safe composite3.

We note here that a message encrypted following the Paillier first encryption
function ([Pai99]) under the public-key of the authority can be decrypted by any
t′ of the t sub-authorities in a publicly verifiable manner (see [FPS00,DJ03]).
Paranoid Security. The optional microprecinct level blinding phase for para-
noid security is presented in the appendix.
Ballot-Casting. A voter V [l]

j in the l-th microprecinct controlled by authority

Ai1,...,ik generates the additive shares v[l]
0,j + . . . + v

[l]
k,j = v

[l]
j (mod2ν) so that

each v
[l]
i,j < 2ν and v

[l]
j ∈ C corresponds to the private choice of the voter. Let

〈N(0), g(0)〉, . . . , 〈N(k), g(k)〉 be the public-keys of all the authorities in the active
microprecinct path (including the microprecint authority) for the voter V [l]

j . The
voter publishes the tuples for i = 0, . . . , k,

〈C [l]
i,j , B

[l]
i,j〉 := 〈gv

[l]
i,j · hr

[l]
i,j mod p, g

v
[l]
i,j

(i) · y
N(i)

(i) mod N2
(i)〉

together with the proofs of knowledge PKEQCOMENC1(v, r, y : (v < 24ν) ∧
(C [l]

i,j = gv · hr) ∧ (B[l]
i,j = gvi y

Ni)) and PKSUMSET(r : ∨v∈Cext

∏
i Ci,j = gvhr).

We define Cext := {Mθ + δ2ν | θ = 0, 1, . . . , c− 1; δ := 0, . . . , k + 1}.
To conclude the description of the ballot-casting procedure, we give a brief

overview of the above: during ballot-casting each voter publishes in the bulletin
board a 2-column “ballot-matrix” of the following form:

C
[l]
0,j B

[l]
0,j

...
...

C
[l]
k,j B

[l]
k,j

Each row contains two encryptions of the additive share v[l]
i,j , the left being a

commitment to v[l]
i,j whereas the right is an encryption of v[l]

i,j (using Paillier first
encryption function, [Pai99]). The commitments are used in conjunction with the
non-interactive zero knowledge proof PKSUMSET in order to show that the sum
of the shares belongs in the proper range (i.e. to show that

∑k
i=0 v

[l]
i,j(mod2ν) ∈

3 A safe composite is defined as the product of two large primes p, q for which it holds
that p = 2p′ + 1, q = 2q′ + 1 where p′, q′ are also prime.



C). The encryptions are to be used in the peeling phase for the purpose of pooling
ballots together.
Peeling Phase. Suppose that the l-th microprecinct is controlled by authority
Ai1,...,ik and involves the voters V [l]

1 , . . . , V
[l]
n . The microprecinct authority multi-

plies all encryption columns of the published ballot-matrices in the local bulletin
board (in a point-wise manner). This results in a combined encryption column
of the form E [l] := 〈

∏n
j=1B

[l]
0,j , . . . ,

∏n
j=1B

[l]
k,j〉T . By the format of the ballots it

holds that
∏n
j=1B

[l]
k,j = g

P
v
[l]
k,j

(k) (Y )multiple(N(k))(modN2
(k)) where 〈N(k), g(k)〉 is

the public-key of the microprecinct authority. This is a valid encryption of the
sum

∑n
j=1 v

[l]
k,j . Then, t′ of the t sub-authorities of the microprecinct authority

pool their shares together to decrypt in a publicly verifiable manner and obtain
(
∑
v
[l]
k,j)(modN(k)) which is equal to

∑
v
[l]
k,j due to the choice of N(k) and the

restrictions imposed on the shares v[l]
k,j . The microprecinct authority substitutes

the k-th cell of E [l] by
∑
v
[l]
k,j(mod2ν) and the cell is marked as “open.” Subse-

quently the microprecinct authority writes the column E [l] in the bulletin board
of the parent authority as well as in the local bulletin board.

Peeling continues recursively as follows: suppose that the authority Ai1,...,i`
has n child authorities in the sub-election tree that report before the local dead-
line. Suppose that the i-th child authority reports the column Ei for i = 1, . . . , n;
it holds that in each column the cells `+ 1, . . . , s are open (and contain partial
sums of voters’ additive shares) and the cells 0, . . . , ` contain encryptions of par-
tial sums. The authority pools all columns by multiplying point-wise the cells
that contain encryptions, whereas it sums up modulo 2ν the cells that are open.
This results in a combined encryption column E . Then, t′ of the t sub-authorities
of Ai1,...,i` pool their shares to decrypt the `-th cell of E in a publicly verifiable
manner. As in the case of microprecinct operation the partial sum is reduced
modulo 2ν and the result is written in the `-th cell which is marked as “open.”
The resulting column is written in the bulletin board of the parent authority as
well as in the local bulletin board.
Tallying Phase. The tallying authority receives the encryption column from the
top-level authority Atop where all partial sums are open. Summing all cells mod-
ulo 2ν reveals the final result of the election T =

∑
l,j v

[l]
j (mod2ν) =

∑
l,j v

[l]
j

– due to the choice of ν (where l runs through all microprecincts and j runs
through all voters in the l-th microprecinct).

3.3 Security Properties

Let us conclude with the discussion of the properties achieved by our two elec-
tions protocols.

Claim. (1) The Modest Range Tally Voting Scheme, assuming the security of
ElGamal encryption and random oracle, (i) satisfies universal verifiability, (ii)
granular secrecy, (iii) granular fairness, (iv) dispute-freeness with the exception of
the sub-election set up phase (v) security for paranoids, (vi) scalable complexity,



(vii) tallying phase with exponential dependency on the number of candidates,
(viii) robustness, (ix) ballot-casting with constant time/space complexity in the
number of active parties.

Claim. (2) The Wide Range Tally Voting Scheme, assuming the security of
Paillier encryption, ElGamal encryption and random oracle, (i) satisfies univer-
sal verifiability, (ii) granular secrecy, (iii) granular fairness, (iv) dispute-freeness
with the exception of the sub-election set up phase and the security for para-
noids phase (v) security for paranoids, (vi) scalable complexity, (vii) tallying
phase with polynomial dependency to the number of candidates, (viii) robust-
ness, (ix) ballot-casting with time/space complexity proportional to the number
of levels in the active microprecinct path.
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